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Keep Your Devices and Data Safe 

Enforce rigorous password policies and push content, applications, and identity certificates over-the-air. 

On BYOD devices, quarantine corporate apps separately from personal-use apps. 

Monitor and Reinforce Responsible Device Behavior 

Automatically activate policies based on time, location, or a device's current Wi-Fi network. If devices are 

stolen or break these rules, remotely lock, reboot, or wipe them for peace of mind. 

Remote Support and Troubleshooting 

Skip the commute needed for in-person repairs with the ability to view and control devices remotely. Use 

device health reports to identify problems for preventative maintenance. 

Wearable Support 

Monitor, restrict, and support Apple Watches and Wear OS devices. 

Deep Thought, a First-of-its-kind Conversational Al Chatbot 

Chat with Deep Thought via voice or keyboard to manage your devices easily. 

Advanced Analytics and Data Visualization 

Collect and analyze any metric, and format information in a visually appealing format for stronger 

understanding and better decision-making. 

Industry-Leading Mobile Threat Detection Powered by Pradeo® 

Screen apps, safeguard against network attacks, and detect jailbroken or rooted devices. 

Apple Business Manager 

Bulk-purchase and distribute apps from the central console directly to iPhones, iPads, and Macs. 

Mass Deployment Program 

Seamlessly set up and deploy corporate-owned devices with mass deployment programs such as Device 

Enrollment Program (Apple), Zero Touch Enrollment (Google), Knox Mass Enrollment (Samsung), StageNow 

(Zebra) and Windows Autopilot (Microsoft) Program. 

Things Management 

Harness 42Gears Things Management Technology to monitor and manage peripheral devices like 

printers, batteries, cradles, and Internet of Things (loT) devices from the SureMDM console. 

VR Device Management 

Keep VR devices and content secure by pushing app updates and files to all devices at once. 

Single-application mode ensures devices function as intended, preventing device misuse and bolstering 

user engagement. 

Mobile Email Management 

Enforce security compliance policies and secure corporate emails. 

Office 365 Support 

Office365 Define and enforce security policies across Office 365 apps and email. 

Contact us for more 

Email : sales@tpdc.co.za 
Phone : +27 (0) 10 492 7081 
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